An Efficient Method of Text Localization in Complicated Background Scenes
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Abstract— We propose a novel method for text localization in low illumination images with complicated background scenes. Low illumination image, complex background and variations of text script make text localization problem challenging. The proposed method use density-based information and rectangle window in the residual edge image. The proposed method firstly is color space conversion from RGB to Ycbcr color space, secondly we extract Y component from Ycbcr color space and get image enhancement from Y component, then extract out the vertical edges of enhanced Y component, thirdly, long curve and random noise in complicated background are removed, finally, search the text localization and segment the text out from the original low illumination images. We evaluate our method using natural image data set and ICDAR data set. The experimental results show that the proposed method has more robust to interference characters and more accurate when compared with other methods.

Index Terms— text localization, complicated background, low illumination, density-based information

I. INTRODUCTION

Text localization are many application for such a technology, for example, recognizing book/CD cover, traffic light recognition, license plate recognition, image and video search engine, and web mining. This paper presents work towards automatic reading of text localization in low illumination images with complicated background scenes.

Various text localization methods are used for extracting text localization. Fig.1 shows some of the examples of different document and non-document images (scene images) with areas. Fig.1 (a) is an example of document images. Fig.1 (b-d) is non-document images with high illumination and simple background. For these image scenes, the state-of-the-art methods of text localization can resolve these problems well. So we don’t study these cases of text localization in this paper. Various approaches are still some limitations and make text localization a challenging task. The main factors including: (1) font style and thickness, (2) low illumination images, (3) low quality images, (4) camera position introduce geometric distortions, (5) complicated background as well as foreground color and texture. In this paper, we only discuss the low illumination images of text localization with complicated background scenes case. Fig.2 shows a good example of the low illumination images for our experimental data.

Fig.1 (a) example of document images; (b), (c), and (d) non-document images. Note that, these cases with high illumination and simple background, we don’t study these cases in this paper.

For the more accurate of text localization, the low illumination images should be enhancement as pre-processing in our method. Many image enhancement methods have been proposed. Such as histogram equalization, power lower transform, tone mapping function, Fourier, wavelet, discrete cosine transforms et al [1, 2]. However, these traditional techniques can’t satisfy different illumination and complicated background case. At present, some existing software have already provided noise removal and contrast enhancement functions, it is likely that most of them introduce artifacts and could not produce desirable results for a broad variety of illumination images[2]. In this paper, we propose the tone mapping function to enhance illumination images as pre-processing of text localization.
This paper introduces the following main results: illumination images with complicated background scenes. We propose a novel approach for text localization in low illumination images.

We overcome these drawbacks of previous methods, which are as follows: (1) due to low illumination images can’t more accurate of text localization, we propose the tone mapping function to enhance illumination images as pre-processing of text localization. (2) For remove a long curves in background and short random noise edges, we propose global scanning method to resolve previous method problems. (3) For text localization, we use density-based information and rectangle window in the residual edge image to get text localization.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related work. Section III gives the proposed methodology. Experimental results are presented in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

The research field of text localization receives a growing attention due to the proliferation of digital cameras and the great variety of potential applications. However, since there are problems of text localizations such as low illumination image, complicated background, and color similarity, the text localization is often difficult to be located accurately and efficiently. Many methods have been proposed in order to solve the problems. Such as: edge-based analysis, neural networks, color and fuzzy maps, vector quantization, texture analysis, et al.

Neural networks can be used as filters for analyzing small windows of an image and deciding whether each window contains the text. Park et al [8] propose to use neural networks to text localization. A post-processor combines the filtered images and locates the bounding boxes of text in the image is proposed. Text can be directly identified by scanning through the input image and looking for portions of the image that were not linked to other parts of the image. However, if the texts are linked to other part, the method can’t deal with these cases.

Edge-based methods the aim is to detect boundaries of an image, including edge statistics, edge features, and edge density. Due to sufficient information from edges in the text region, edge statistics yield promising results. This method is simplicity [9]. But using edge statistics information alone the rate of success is low especially in complex and low contrast images. Meanwhile, edge-based method uses the Half Transform [10], which has difficulty in extracting distorted or dirty image. It also has known as a complicated approach. Ming et al [11] propose using edge features and density of the text image, which can be used to successfully detect a number text location. Other researcher also developed a method to improve the edge image by eliminating the highest and lowest portions of the edge density to simplify the whole image. But some of the text region identity will be lost [12,13].

Color information of the low illumination image also plays an important role in text localization, where the unique color or color combination between the texts and complicated background are considered as the key feature to locate the text localization. Zhu et al. [14] use color features to locate text localization. However, this method...
is sensitive to the license plate color and brightness and needs much processing time. Meanwhile, fuzzy logic has been applied to the problem of locating texts. Zimic et al. [14] describe the text localization, and gave some membership functions for the fuzzy sets “bright” and “dark”, “bright and dark sequence” to get the horizontal and vertical text positions. This method is not robust enough to the different environments.

Vector quantization (VQ) image representation is a quadtree representation by the specific coding mechanism. Rodolfo et al.[16] devise a method based on VQ. It can give a system some hints about the contents of image regions, and such as information boosts location performance. However, it is a time consuming and complex method specially when applied to large images.

Texture analysis is another useful approach for text localization. Gabor filters have been one of the major tools for texture analysis [17, 18]. This approach takes the advantage of existing homogenous and frequent texture-like edges in text region. The process of this method is independent of rotation and scaling. It has the ability of studying images in an unlimited number of directions. However, this method is not satisfied real-time required.

Ezaki et al.[19] propose a novel based on connected components. The performance of the different methods depends on character size. Text regions are extracted from an image through edge extraction, enhancement and labeling. Since the texts in the images often have skewed and slant, the texts are recognized after the skew and slant correction. However, this method can’t deal with very dark images.

Currently, most researchers prefer a hybrid text localization method, where multiple features are involved in order to make the method more robust. In order to address these drawbacks of the methods, the method proposed in this paper is also a hybrid method. We propose a novel method, which is involved density-based information and rectangle window in the residual edge image. In next section, we discuss the proposed framework for text localization in low illumination images with complicated background scenes.

III. METHODOLOGY

By observing text localization in images, two main features are noticed. First, density-based information of text region are relatively strong and dominant. Second complicated background edges are usually either long curves or very short and with noise. These two important features and also low complexity for edge-based analysis motivate us to use edge information for the text localization.

The detailed procedures of the proposed method can be described as in Fig.3. The proposed method is composed of the following steps: (1) Conversion of RGB to Ycbcr and extract Y component, (2) image enhancement for low illumination images of Y component, (3) extract out the vertical edges of the low illumination image of Y component, (4) complicated background curve and noise removing, (5) search the text localization, and (6) segment the text out from the low illumination images. It should be noted that in Fig.3, the steps 1 in the proposed method also follows our previous work [3]. These steps are described in details in the following.

A. Conversion of RGB to Ycbcr

Our input low illumination with complicated background images is the RGB format which consists of three additive primaries: red, green, and blue. Since we perform enhancement method based on the illumination layer, a conversion is needed to convert input images from RGB to intensity+color components for achieving the intensity component. Due to Ycbcr is the most complete color model used conventionally to describe all the colors visible to the human eye, RGB color space is converted into Ycbcr color space where color information is not affected while modifying intensity values Y [2, 3].

The Ycbcr color components are given by the following equations [2, 3].

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
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\end{bmatrix} =
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\end{bmatrix}
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R \\
G \\
B
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$$

where cb and cr are color components respectively, Y is intensity component. Some examples of converted Ycbcr component are shown in Fig.4.

In this paper, we convert RGB color space to the Ycbcr color space for the Y+cb+cr decoupling. The Y component is taken as the intensity. The next processes are carried on the intensity component only.

Fig. 3: A block diagram of the proposed method.

Fig.4 Conversion RGB to Ycbcr color space (a) original image, (b) Y component, (c) colored cb component, (d) colored cr component.
B. Image Enhancement

The goal of the traditional tone mapping of enhanced image is preserving image details and providing enough absolute brightness information in a low dynamic range image. Eric P. Bennett [20] proposes a tone mapping function to enhance underexposed, low dynamic range videos by adaptively and independently varying the exposure at each photorecept or in a post-processing. The tone mapping function is given by:

\[ m(x, \psi) = \frac{\log\left(\frac{x}{x_{\text{Max}}} - 1\right) + 1}{\log(\psi)} \]  

(2)

The white level of the input luminance is set by \( x_{\text{Max}} \) and \( \psi \) controls the attenuation profile. However, this method is the global enhancement image method. In our work, if we extract edge images directly from these text areas, a few vertical edge will appear in the text localization areas. Therefore, the low illumination images enhanced is important for text localization firstly. Meanwhile, the local (text) areas have low variances, which need to be enhanced in the low illumination image. In this paper propose a novel enhancement method of local areas for preserving image details and enhanced brightness information from Y components, which is inspired by [20,21]. The proposed method is given as follows:

\[ L_{(x,y)}^{\text{enh}} = \frac{\log(\sigma_0)}{\log(\sigma_{(x,y)})}(L_{(x,y)} - \bar{L}_{(x,y)}) + L_{(x,y)} \]  

(3)

where \( L_{(x,y)}^{\text{enh}} \) is enhanced illumination of the input images. \( \sigma_0 \) is a standard deviation of the pixels in the slide windows, in this paper, the size of slide windows is \( 22 \times 30 \) pixels. \( \sigma_{(x,y)} \) is a standard deviation of the current area, which is scanned by slide windows. \( \bar{L}_{(x,y)} \) is a pixels average of slide windows, \( L_{(x,y)} \) is the illumination value of the current pixels. An experimental result is shown in Fig.5.

![Fig.5: (a) original low illumination image with complicated background scene. (b) enhanced low illumination image.](image)

C. Vertical Edge Extraction

By observing inputed low illumination images, one of important features is that density of edge across scene are significant, while background edges are usually either long curves or very short. We firstly use Sobel to obtain the edge density of the input low illumination image. The selection of a proper threshold to extract strong edges from the gradient image and prevent to miss important edge information is relatively difficult. If a high threshold level may miss text edges, whereas a low level for the threshold results lots of weak edges in the clutter part of the scene. It is worth to note that the text region features significant density of vertical edges [2]. In this paper, the Sobel operator is shown as follow.

\[ H = \begin{bmatrix} -1 & 0 & 1 \\ -2 & 0 & 2 \\ 1 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]  

(4)

In order to detect candidate regions for the text, we estimate edge density across the edge image by applying a Gaussian kernel on it. An experimental result is shown in Fig.6.

![Fig.6: (a) low illumination images with complicated background scenes. (b) the vertical edges extracted from the low illumination image.](image)

D. Background Curve and Noise Removing

In this step, we firstly use morphological opening, closing, and connected component to perform on the binary masks to get rid of small and random noises, and to fill the holes [3]. Due to complicated background, some long curves and big holes still have exiting on low illumination image. We use the similar method with work [4] to remove long curves and random noise. The proposed algorithm only requires us to scan the edge image for two times. The detail step of the proposed algorithm is shown as follows:

Step 1: input the binary images \( I(x, y) \) and initialize the size of image \( m \) and \( n \) to zero matrices.

Step 2: for each row \( i \) from left to right to scan, and record point of the curve position \( P(i, j) \).

Step 3: for each column \( j \) from top to bottom to scan, and record point of the curve position \( P(i, j) \).

Step 4: for each row \( i \) connect \( P(i, j) \) to denote the background curve, for each column \( j \) also connect \( P(i, j) \) to denote the background curve. If the curve length is close \( m \) or \( n \), this curve is considered long curve, and should be remove. If the curve length is very short and closes one or two points, this curve is considered random noise, and also should be remove.

In this algorithm, we accumulate the edge lengths through observing the “concerned neighborhood pixels” of the current pixels \( P(i, j) \). Fig.7 shows a experimental result, From Fig.7(b), most of the background curve and random noise have been eliminated, but the text localization edges are almost fully saved.
E. Text Localization and Segmentation

After the enhancement process and background curve or random noise removing, we get the new binary images $I(x, y)$. It take into account certain limits for the height and width of the connected component along with the appearance of neighboring connected components with almost the height in the horizontal direction.

We use rectangle window in the residual edge image to scan the connected area. In this paper, we assume that all connected areas (text localization region) by equation as follow:

$$R_{n_i \times n_j} = \{R_1, \cdots, R_{n-1}, R_m\}$$

(5)

Where $n_i \times n_j$ is the size of connected area by rectangle window scanning. $m$ denote the number of the connected area. $\text{Sum}_m$ denote the pixel sum of the order $m$ connected areas.

Given the density information $\rho_{\text{ave}}$ for all of the connected regions, $\rho_{\text{ave}}$ is defined to the total the connected divided by the total pixel of the connected area.

$$\rho_{\text{ave}} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} \text{Sum}_m}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} R_{n_i \times n_j}}$$

(6)

Given the density information $\rho_m$ for every the connected area, $\rho_m$ is defined to the connected divided by the pixel sum of the order $m$ connected areas.

$$\rho_m = \frac{\text{Sum}_m}{R_{n_i \times n_j}}$$

(7)

If the density information inequality $\rho_m > \rho_{\text{ave}}$, this connected area is considered text localization. If the density information is satisfy inequality $T < \rho_m < \rho_{\text{ave}}$, connected area also is considered text localization. The threshold $T$ is an experimental value in our paper.

For text segmentation, we use the work of [22]. Nomura et al. [22] propose a morphological thinning algorithm and the segmentation cost calculation automatically determine the baseline for segmenting the connected text.

IV EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to estimate the method efficient, various data sets of text are used in the proposed method. The first experiments have been conducted using more than 1000 images of texts with low illumination and complicated background. The images have been taken from natural scenes mainly with complex background and under different low illumination. Some input images and the result of text localization has been shown in Fig. 8.

![Fig.7](image-url) (a) the original binary image after vertical edge extraction. (b) the result of long curve and random noise removing from the original binary image.

![Fig.8](image-url) The first and third row is original low illumination image with complicated background scene, the second and fourth is experimental result of text localization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Localization rate</th>
<th>Time(sec)</th>
<th>Text localization method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>90.08</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>edge-based analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>87.91</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>neural networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>89.23</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>color and fuzzy maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[15]</td>
<td>90.10</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>vector quantization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>88.45</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>texture analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>87.80</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>connected component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our method</td>
<td>91.20</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>density-based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To make a tradeoff between accuracy and speed by altering the introduced threshold, we also give a comparison between the proposed method and some state-of-the-art well-reported methods using natural scenes images. The experimental results in the literature are given in Table 1.

In this experiment, 912 text localizations out of 1000 have been correctly extracted. The promising localization rate 91.2% has been achieved with low processing complexity so the proposed method is performed fast. Implemented time is an average time of 1000 images processing.

The third experiment is that the proposed method was tested using the public database of the ICDAR2005 Robust reading completion [23]. We focused on the data set for “Text localization” competition. The proposed method worked successfully even in case with shadows, non-uniform illumination, low illumination, and large signal-dependent noise. Experimental results are shown...
in Fig. 9. The text areas are located in the final binary images while the non-text areas are eliminated.

Fig. 9 The first and third row is original low illumination image with complicated background scene, the second and fourth is experimental result of text localization.

The fourth experiment is that we further perform the proposed method well by using precision rate and recall rate [8, 24]. The precision and recall accuracy of text localization is computed as:

Precision rate = \frac{\# \text{of text area pixels}}{\# \text{of text pixels localization}} \quad (8)

Recall rate = \frac{\# \text{of text area pixels}}{\# \text{of text pixels in ground truth}} \quad (9)

Table 2 shows the precision and recall rates of state-of-the-art for 1000 image using our data set. From this table, we find our method is the better than other methods.

Table 2: AVERAGE PRECISION AND RECALL OBTAINED USING STATE-OF-THE-ART METHOD AND OUR METHOD ON SET OF 1000 IMAGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision rate</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>77.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall rate</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>71.3</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>74.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the experiments were performed on PC running Windows XP. The PC is 2.8GHz Intel Xeon i5 3470 processor, Intel GMA HD 4000 graphics card, and 4GB of RAM. The average processing times for the five stages of the proposed method are listed in Table 3. A lot of the time is consumed on the first stage “image enhancement”. The total time of processing average 1000 image with size 640×480 is 34.5 ms, and it meets the requirement of real time processing.

Table 3: THE PROCESSING TIMES FOR THE FIVE STAGES IN THE PROPOSED METHOD (UNIT: MS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>color space conversion</th>
<th>image enhancement</th>
<th>vertical edges</th>
<th>long curve and noise removing</th>
<th>text localization and segmentation</th>
<th>Total time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V CONCLUSIONS

This paper strives toward a novel methodology that aids automatic localization, segmentation of visual text entities in low illumination with complicated background scene images. The proposed methodology is based on density-based information and rectangle window in the residual edge image. Experimental results show that by using the proposed method we achieve a good text localization rate for low illumination with complicated background scene images. It also shows more accurate detection results than the state-of-the-art methods of text localization.

In our future work, we plan to deal with the problem of text detection with dynamic video processing.
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